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The term double or multiple submission of a manuscript and con-
sequences of having multiple submissions simultaneously are 
needed to be fully understood. Today, most of the general and 
specialty journals that are being bounded by the International 
Committee of Medical Journal Editors ask for the author’s dec-
laration during the article submission that the said article has 
not been submitted, accepted, or is under consideration for 
publication in any other journal at the time of the submission. 
It is in accordance with the Ingelfinger rule.1 Double submission 
is completely different from duplicate publication. Most of the 
journals encourage sequential submission, that is, till the same 
article has not been rejected or withdrawn from one journal, 
it cannot be submitted to any other journal. Double or multi-
ple submissions is considered as an unethical act in most of 
the journals as it amounts to waste of time and money on the 
part of reviewers and editors of different journals. An interest-
ing article was published in the British Medical Journal in 2005 
by Torgerson et al where suggestions were made for adopting a 
multiple submission policy by various journals.2

A recently published article had shown that the average 
time period required for an article from submission till publi-
cation was 10 to 12 months among six scientific plastic surgery 
journals.3 Although with the adoption of online article submis-
sion system by most of the journals, the process of getting an 
article published has sped up over the last decade or so, but 
still getting an article published in a reputed journal is still a 
strenuous task on the part of an author.

Sequential submission usually delays or rather deprive 
the researchers and the patients from the proclamation of 
research of clinical significance across the globe.2 Sequential 
submission increases the burden on the journal drastically, 
with the major burnt being borne by the reviewers besides 
the financial costs borne by the journal. Long delays in the 
publication of reporting of some clinical findings may lessen 
the significance of the clinical research.

How much unethical is the multiple submission policy 
on the part of the authors albeit the reviewers and edi-
tors have their reasons for considering such submissions 
as unethical? Efforts are needed to reduce the turnaround 
time for publication. Journals can adopt a multiple sub-
mission policy whereby a researcher would have to fur-
nish the details of the other journals where the same 
paper has been submitted simultaneously. The researcher 
would withdraw the article from rest other journals once 
it got accepted in a particular journal. The author can 
submit presubmission queries with the editors carry-
ing the summary of the manuscript simultaneously, and 
then proceed with the journal that delivers some positive 
response to the author. Lastly, the author may preprint 
the data and other research findings so as to credit the 
author for the findings before the publication of the actual  
paper.

These are the few recommendations that can be suggested 
to expedite the process of publication taking into consider-
ation the interests of all the three major stakeholders, that is, 
authors, journal, and reviewers, but it should not be done at 
the cost of the quality of review process.
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